
Risk Control Options Decision Implement

7. Task 8. Hazard
9. Hazard 

Probability

10. Severity / 

Consequence
11. RAC

12. Identify hazard mitigations & abatement measures

(press [alt  + enter ] to add a line)

13. Hazard 

Probability

14. Severity / 

Consequence
15. RAC

16. Task 

Necessary?

17. Hazard Control 

Assigned to:

Cutting out  or clearing downed 

trees along the trail

Injury from use of 

handsaw,chainsaw or back 

injury from lifting.  Overhead 

hazards, tension and binding 

hazards associated with saw 

use. 

Unlikely Critical                                                   Moderate

Follow all proper bucking procedures when using chainsaw or hand saw.  Use proper 

lifting techniques; bend knees when lifting; lift with legs and not with back; do not 

exceed your personal ability; “eyes to the sky” – look upward to keep balance and better 

alignment; do not twist or turn while carrying a heavy load. (HSC 39.64)

Unlikely Critical                                                   Moderate YES

All persons involved 

Hiking to work area or arriving 

at field location

Blisters, tripping, falling, cuts 

from tools, exhaustion, eye 

injury, field exposure including 

cactus, ticks, and pollen

Possible Moderate                                           Moderate

Proper fitness; regular tailgate safety sessions; carry required PPE for backcountry travel. 

Proper footwear and foot care. Hiking Boots- lace-up, with ankle support and lug soles. 

Use warm-up and stretching exercises. Maintain safe walking distance between people 

and tools. Be aware of low hanging branches. If branch is going to snap back verbally 

warn others behind you. Carry tools (with proper protective cover if available) on 

downhill side. Test and use secure footing, never run. Move crews from areas of steep 

unstable terrain during hazardous weather conditions such as heavy rainfall or extreme 

winds. Be cautious on wet or icy and steep slopes. Check surfaces for environmental 

hazards before sitting, have appropriate removal devices (i.e.. tweezers) for ticks and 

splinters. Always have a plan for evacuation. Note season and temperature prone to 

certain pollens, have medication or clothing to reduce exposure to insects and allergic 

reactions.  

Unlikely Moderate                       Low YES

All persons involved 

Working with Tools Bodily Injuries

Unlikely Critical                                                   Moderate

Proper training; No one will work alone until they have demonstrated their ability in 

hand tool use. Use gloves, long pants, long-sleeved shirt, protective eyewear, and sturdy 

hiking or work boots; make sure you are familiar with and know how to operate all tools 

you might use.  If there is uncertainty as to the use of any tool, check with a 

supervisor/leader and learn proper operating techniques prior to using that tool; carry 

tools on downhill side w/ sharpest edge facing down; store tools safely, when tools are 

not in use, place them in a predetermined location away from persons with cutting 

edges shielded and/or on the ground resting perpendicular to the slope and secured so 

that tool cannot slide or roll downhill; never use broken or damaged tools, maintain tools 

in good condition. Check frequently (at least daily) that hand tools are properly 

maintained.  Only sharp and properly maintained tools should be available for use. All 

other tools should be tagged with maintenance required; use the most appropriate tool 

for the job.  (HSC 41.01-41.42.1)

Unlikely Critical                                                   Moderate YES

All persons involved 

Backcountry travel Becoming lost or injured

Rare Critical                                                   Moderate

Always carry required personal protective equipment (PPE) when traveling in the 

backcountry. Contact unit dispatcher; select sheltered area and stay put; gather fuel for 

warming fire before dark; warmth and liquids are more important than food; put out 

visual markers if available. (HSC 11.2) Have communication and emergency plan.

Rare Critical                                                   Moderate YES

All persons involved 

Working in backcountry and at 

high altitudes

Water quality, exhaustion, 

infection, altitude sickness

Rare Moderate                                           Low

Proper training; tailgate safety sessions; quality equipment; required PPE; always carry 

extra clothing layers and rain gear; rests and breaks as needed; maintain hydration; carry 

water filter. Learn signs and symptoms and treatment of altitude sickness and heed 

warnings. (HSC 11.2, 54.3)

Rare Moderate                       Low YES

All persons involved 

3. Specific Objective: 4. Name and Title of Preparer: 5. Date Prepared:

Risk Assessment Worksheet
1. Project/Incident/Work Activity: 2. Location:

Trail Maintenance and Field Operations Colorado Trail

Volunteer Field Work

6. Risk Decision Authority:  The risk decision authority block should be signed after the worksheet is completed. Use the Risk Decision Authority matrix to determine the authorization required to sign in block 6.

Signature: Title: Date:

Identify Hazards Assess Hazards Residual Risk

1

May 1, 2021

Field Operations Manager May 1, 2021

Forest Service 
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Communication Poor radio transmission

Possible Critical                                                   High

Follow District’s Check in/Check out protocol. Always have radio, cell phone and/or 

satellite phone w/ adequate battery supply. Carry quick-charge battery to charge phone 

if needed.  Carry SPOT or InREACH when working alone or work requiring additional 

Check in/Check out procedure. (HSC 11.12)

Unlikely Critical                                                   Moderate YES

All persons involved 

Public Contact Encounters Workplace violence, potential 

for physical danger

Rare Moderate                                           Low

Consider personal safety first. Be aware of your surroundings and unusual or abnormal 

behaviors and activities. Watch the person's hands, where they are, what is in them. 

Position yourself so that you are not surrounded in a group.  Avoid hostile persons. Do 

not antagonize by word, deed or action. Assess situation & have plan for getting out of 

situation; stay calm; if potential exists for physical confrontation – LEAVE AREA! Abide by 

check-in/check-out procedures. Maintain communication – use radio or phone to report 

incident and/or request assistance. Avoid potentially dangerous natural or human 

caused situations. Receive public contact training. Know the availability of possible 

assistance and how to contact them.  (HSC 51, 25.3)

•Maintain your personal space. Personal space is different for each person and can vary 
depending upon the person encountered, the location, and other factors. If a subject 

enters your personal space making you feel uncomfortable, exercise one of more of 

these options that you think are safe in the situation:

oStep back or step away.
oTry to place yourself so have something between you and the subject such as a picnic 

Rare Moderate                                           Low YES

All persons involved 

Pruning or Limbing Tools, Hand 

saws

Eye impairment, cuts

Unlikely Moderate                                           Low

Training and approval by USFS supervisor required before any saw use.  Use saws 

properly and employ safe carrying technique.  Tools sharpened and properly maintained.  

War appropriate PPE including eye protection.

Unlikely Moderate                                           Low YES

All persons involved 

Rock Work

A)Transporting Rocks to 
worksite – rolling, carrying, rock 

litters

B)Lifting/Shifting Rock
C)Use of Rock Bars

   

Bodily injuries

Unlikely Critical                                                   Moderate

Proper training; use gloves, protective eyewear, long pants and long sleeves, sturdy 

hiking or work boots (full leather, over the ankle, lug soles); use correct lifting 

techniques; allow no workers below rocks being moved or used.  Don’t let ego get in the 

way of safety.  Work in teams and utilize strength in numbers.  

Unlikely Critical                                                   Moderate YES

All persons involved 

Runaway rocks, smashed body 

parts, back injury

Unlikely Critical                                                   Moderate

Communicate with other workers and visitors below – use “clear out below” and “all 

clear above” commands when transporting rocks; steep slopes – stay below rock and 

slide it on a flat side, put pressure on uphill side of rock; lower angle slopes – roll rock 

away from you using proper lifting technique; use two or more people when loading rock 

into rock litter.

Unlikely Critical                                                   Moderate YES

All persons involved 

Back injuries, muscle strains, 

smashed feet Unlikely Critical                                                   Moderate
Use proper lifting technique; wear protective boots; do not hesitate to move rock in 

intervals; avoid lifting or rolling if shifting is possible.
Unlikely Critical                                                   Moderate YES

All persons involved 

Bodily injuries from rock or rock 

bar Unlikely Critical                                                   Moderate
Communicate constantly; never use bent or broken bars; never cross bars; do not mix 

hands and bars; keep hands in “open grip” position to prevent smashed fingers.
Unlikely Critical                                                   Moderate YES

All persons involved 

Bodily injuries, eye damage, 

smashed body parts

Unlikely Critical                                                   Moderate

Wear protective eyewear, hardhats, long-sleeves and long pants; ensure others in the 

area have on eye protection; tape or coat handles for better grip; stop hammer when 

visitors approach; keep mouth closed to prevent chipped teeth; keep free body parts 

away from areas where hammer may glance.

Unlikely Critical                                                   Moderate YES

All persons involved 

Bodily injuries; back strains

Unlikely Critical                                                   Moderate
Use tools and leverage as much as possible; move slowly, avoid jerking rock or rocking it 

side to side; measure and shape holes before inserting rock.
Unlikely Critical                                                   Moderate YES

All persons involved 

Injuries to visitors

Unlikely Critical                                                   Moderate

Be aware of approaching traffic; post lookouts on busy trails or in dangerous situations; 

post signs where visitors enter project area; move tools and gear off the trail to ensure a 

safe path for visitors to pass through; communicate up the line when visitors are 

approaching.

Unlikely Critical                                                   Moderate YES

All persons involved 
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Camping Exposure to high winds, cold 

lightning, falling trees, rising 

waters, rock fall or slides, 

animal encounters

Rare Critical                                                   Moderate

Carefully select your campsite. Look up, look around. Sites should be free of; widow 

makers, snags or other overhead hazards, leaning green trees, danger from rolling rocks 

and slides, danger from flash floods or rising waters, known animal problems or signs 

(tracks, scat, scrapes, kills and claw marks) . HSC 11.22, 53.71

If spike camping above treeline.  Conduct safety session. Carefully plan. Know the 

weather forecast. If lightning is likely, defer spike camp usage. If storm begins to move 

in, consider changing your plans and descending to below treeline base camp. Select site 

sheltered from high winds and away from any lone tall objects. Assume lightning position 

within tent if lightning is near. Avoid touching wet tent material or any metal object such 

as tent poles or stakes. Avoid grouping tents too close together, keep a distance of twice 

the height of nearest tent. Communicate during storm by calling out to each other to 

ensure each other’s safety. (HSC 54.23)

Rare Critical                                                   Moderate YES

All persons involved 

Wildlife
Wildlife confrontation or 

exposure
Rare Moderate                                           Low

Inform on location and potential habitats working through.  Ensure all trash and food 

product waste is disposed of properly and never left unattended.  Follow all wildlife 

closure guidelines and refer to specialist if unaware.  Practice Leave No Trace fluidly

Unlikely Moderate                                           Low YES

All persons involved 

Specialized Tools (rock blaster, 

grip hoist)

Bodily harm- pinches, breaks, 

burns, gouges
Possible Critical                                                   High

Ensure all operators of equpiment are properly trained and certified.  DO not allow 

operations with out certified technician.  Utilize all required PPE.  Only use in 

applicapable funcitons and as a technique to help fight fatigue and exposure.  

Communicate with coworkers and public on all operations.  Properly sign or post 

lookouts, and ensure scene is clear before and after use.  Follow all opertion guidelines 

properly and stop operations if all saftey precautions can not be followed.  

Possible Moderate                                           Moderate YES Certified Operating Persons 

Trash Clean up

Sharps, Chemicals, Bloodborne 

Pathogens, Spiders, Snakes, 

Personal Injury, Hanta Virus

Rare Critical                                                   Moderate

Wearing gloves is required for protection from sharps (needles, razor blades) and  BBP 

(bloodborne pathogens) when picking up or transporting trash. Place needles, blades and 

BBP implements in a hard plastic sealable container. Do not reach into piles of trash 

without looking for sharp objects such as glass or needles. Be careful where you reach 

while picking up trash (bees nest, spiders, snakes, etc.). Use a picker for hard to reach 

areas.  Report all cuts to supervisor, no matter the size. Get help when handling large 

items. Use proper lifting techniques. Watch out for sharp glass, jagged metal, etc. METH 

by- products & related trash potentially could be in the area. Watch for inflated plastic 

bags, do not attempt to pick up; mark & notify County Sheriff. Be aware of small mobile 

methamphetamine cooking bottles.  These can be identified as small “Gatorade” or 

Nalgene size bottles with unusual substances in them (see picture below).   The 

collection and disposal of these requires a hazardous materials team. If hazardous 

wastes are found, flag area and report immediately to local law enforcement.  Do not 

move chemical containers if you do not know contents. Be especially aware of possible 

drug lab paraphernalia, if in doubt notify your supervisor and law enforcement officer.  

Chemical waste should not be moved except by trained personnel. Any suspicious or 

unusual looking items leave in place, mark, and notify other workers and contact proper 

authorities. Be aware of mice droppings and dust generated from mice droppings.   Wear  

gloves and breathing masks as necessary.  Avoid handling items soiled with mice 

droppings, urine. Properly dispose of soiled items to prevent further exposure.

Possible Moderate                                           Moderate YES

All persons involved 

No Data No Data

No Data No Data

No Data No Data

No Data No Data

No Data No Data

No Data No Data

No Data No Data
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No Data No Data

No Data No Data
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Almost Certain Likely Possible Unlikely Rare
 (Continuously

experienced)

 (Will occur frequently)  (Will occur several times) (Remotely possible but not 

probable)

(Improbable; but has occurred 

in the past)

Catastrophic                                
(Imminent and immediate danger of death or 

permanent disability; major property or 

facility damage; loss of critical system or 

equipment)

Critical                                                   
(Permanent partial disability, temporary total 

disability; moderate environmental damage; 

extensive damage to equipment)

Moderate                                           
(Hospitalized minor injury, reversible illness; 

minor damage to equipment, property or the 

environment)

Negligible                                                      
(First aid or minor medical treatment; little or 

no property or environmental damage)

Score

0

Moderate Moderate

Low

Moderate Moderate Low Low Low

Even high-risk endeavors may be undertaken when decision-makers clearly acknowledge the sum of the benefits exceeds 

the sum of the costs. Balancing costs and benefits may be a subjective process open to interpretation. Ultimately, the 

appropriate decision authority may have to determine the balance, therefore personnel with knowledge and experience 

of the project/fire operation must be involved in risk decisions.

Rare Improbable; but has occurred in the past.

Possible

Unlikely

Will occur several times.

Risk Assessment Tool (Real-Time Risk Management)

Impact to objective (First aid or minor medical treatment; little or no property or environmental 

damage).
Negligible

Almost Certain

Likely

Remotely possible but not probable.

Risk Assessment 

Matrix

Probability                                                                                                                                     

Likelihood of Mishap if Hazard is Present

Severity/Consequences:  This category is defined as an event's potential consequences related to meeting objectives.  In safety related 

assessments it refers to the degree of damage or injury, to a human.  In project related assessments it refers to the impact on a 

project/incident/work activity.  Should something go wrong, the results are likely to occur in one of these areas - Failure to meet objective, 

Injury or Death, equipment damage, project/fire operations degradation, adverse publicity, environmental damage, property damage, etc. 

Severity/consequences categories are shown in the top portion of the matrix and are ranked by using four categories.
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Extremely High Extremely High Extremely High High

High High Moderate Low

Moderate

Extremely High Extremely High High

Risk Decision Authority: Risk decision authority defines who should approve projects at each risk level and to ensure that 

all personnel understand the approval process. A key element of the risk decision process is determining if the risk is 

necessary. This decision must be made at the appropriate level by the individual who can balance the risk against the 

potential benefit and value. This individual decides if controls are sufficient and acceptable and whether to accept the 

resulting residual risk. These risk-based decisions should not be made in a silo but instead should be made in 

collaboration with employees who are impacted by these decisions and other stakeholders.

Ultimately, acceptance of the residual risk is decided by the employees who are exposed to the hazards. If they are not 

comfortable with the risk remaining after controls are in place, further assessment needs to occur with their input. 

Accept Risk When Benefits Outweigh Costs

Extremely High

High

Moderate

Catastrophic 

Critical

Impact to objective (Imminent and immediate danger of death or permanent disability; major 

property or facility damage; loss of critical system or equipment).

Impact to objective (Permanent partial disability, temporary total disability; moderate environmental 

damage; extensive damage to equipment).

Impact to objective (Hospitalized minor injury, reversible illness; minor damage to equipment, 

property or the environment). Operational Risk Management Principles

Accept No Unnecessary Risk

Probability:  The likelihood that the potential consequences will occur, is found on the left-hand side of the matrix, and is calculated using 

four categories. All fire operations and daily routines entail risk. Unnecessary risk is any risk that, if taken, will not contribute meaningfully 

to the mission or task accomplishment or will needlessly jeopardize personnel or equipment. The most logical courses of 

action for accomplishing a project/fire operation are those that meet objectives while exposing personnel and resources 

to the lowest possible risk. ORM provides tools to determine which risk or what degree of risk is unnecessary.

Continuously experienced.

Will occur frequently.

Depending on the situation, anyone can make a risk decision. However, the appropriate level to make those decisions is 

that which most effectively understands the risk, allocates the resources to reduce the risk, eliminate the hazard, and 

implement controls. Leaders at all levels must ensure subordinates are aware of how much risk they are accepting. If 

subordinates determine that the available controls will not reduce risk to an acceptable level, the decision must be 

elevated to the next level in the chain of command.

Anticipate and Manage Risk by Planning

Thorough planning identifies associated hazards and the steps necessary to complete the project/fire operation. ORM is 

critically important in an operation’s planning stages and risk can change dramatically during an actual project/fire 

operation. Therefore, supervisors and senior leadership should remain flexible and integrate ORM in executing tasks as 

much as in planning for them.

Risk Element Rate each element: 1 

being the best 

through 10 being the 

worst.

6-23

Green

(Low - Risk)

24-44

Amber

(Medium Risk)

45-60

Red

(High Risk)

Duration Complexity - time needed, time afforded, resources, task necessary?

● Do you know the risk associated with your task today? Do you understand why you're doing this task? 

Determine whether the benefits of meeting your objectives exceeds the degree of risk.

Supervision - Leadership is actively engaged, involved and available; qualifications, experience levels, 

clear chain of command

Planning - adequate info and planning time, risk assessments reviewed, clarity of resource selection 

and condition, communications

Leader's Intent - clear task, purpose, and end state; adequate briefings

Team Fitness - physical/mental fitness, good morale, mindful, high level of situational awareness, 

cohesiveness

Environment - Temperature, elevation, terrain difficulty, remoteness, extreme weather, local factors, 

fire behavior, hit-by hazards

Make Risk Decisions at the Appropriate Level

Low

USFS Line Officer
Incident Commander T3+ or 

Agency Administer

USFS Line Officer
Incident Commander T3+ or 

Agency Administer

Supervisor or Lead
Incident Commander T3+ or 

Agency Administer

Individual
Incident Commander T3+ or 

Agency Administer

Risk Decision Authority

Risk Assessment Codes Project/Work Activity Incident

Moderate



The Risk Assessment Worksheet will identify the hazards associated with a project, incident or work activity assessing initial risk, 

mitigations and post mitigation risk.  The table will autopopulate the next line as you input an entry into the next line. Do not copy and 

paste into the worksheet over in blocks 9-11 and blocks 13-15 to prevent errors in the worksheet. 

Block 1 Name of project, incident or work activty

Block 2 Location of project, incident or work activity

Block 3 Specific Objective 

Block 4 Name and title of person preparing the Risk Assesment Worksheet

Block 5 Date that the preparer filled out the Risk Assesment Worksheet

Block 6 Use the Risk Decision Authority matrix to determine the authorization required to sign in block 6.  The intent is to brief the Risk Decision 

Authority on the Control Measures used to reduce risks.  

Identify Hazards:  See instructions for blocks 7-8

Block 7 Task: task to be assessed (Driving, tree falling, stream assessment, mop up)

Block 8 Hazards:  Identify hazards (low visibility, overhead hazard, swift current, stump holes)  

Assess Hazards: See instructions for blocks 9-11

Block 9 Hazard Probability: Probability a hazard will be encountered during task.  Select from drop down box.   

Block 10 Severity/Consequence: Consequences should an event occur.  Select from drop down box.  

Block 11 Risk Assessment Code (RAC):  When blocks 09 and 10 are populated a Risk Assesment Code (RAC) will be automatically assigned.

Risk Control Options:   Identify mitigation and abatement measures in block 12

Block 12 List all mitigation or abatement measures: What mitigation or abatement strategies will eliminate or minimize residual risk (ex. 

engineering, administrative, PPE, Avoidance, education, etc.)

Residual Risk:  See instructions for blocks 13-15.

Block 13 Hazard Probabilty:  Probability following mitigation or abatement actions.  Select from drop down box.

Block 14 Severity/Consequence:  Severity/consequence following mitigation or abatement actions. Select from drop down box.

Block 15 Risk Assessment Code (RAC):  When blocks 13 and 14 are populated a RAC in block 15 will be automatically assigned.  Fill out the risk 

questionaire pop up and this will give you block 16.

Decision: See instructions for block 16

Block 16 Task Neccessary: Is the risk necessary following mitigation or abatement actions.  Yes/No   If the answer is No, either develop additional or 

alternate mitigations, modifications, or do not accept the risk.   

Implement Controls: See instructions for block 17

Block 17 Person or operational area assigned the abatement actions.  List the individual or individuals with accountability that mitigations and 

abatement actions are implemented.

Severity Code

Catastrophic Impact to objective (Imminent and immediate danger of death or permanent disability; major property or facility damage; loss of critical 

system or equipment)

Critical Impact to objective (Permanent partial disability, temporary total disability; moderate environmental damage; extensive damage to 

equipment)

Moderate Impact to objective (Hospitalized minor injury, reversible illness; minor damage to equipment, property or the environment)

Negligible Impact to objective (First aid or minor medical treatment; little or no property or environmental damage)

Hazard Probability

Almost Certain Continuously experienced 

Likely Will occur frequently 

Possbile Will occur several times 

Unlikely Remotely possible but not probable 

Rare Improbable but has occurred in the past 

  Definitions

Probability The likelihood or the chance of an event occurring.

Severity The magnitude of impacts or consequences stemming from an event.

Consequence The outcome or effect of an event or incident, usually evaluated with respect to objectives.

Severity 

/Consequence Both terms are used interchangeably, both refer to the impact that a hazard could have on the objective.

Hazard Any real or potential condition that can cause damage, loss, or harm to people, infrastructure, equipment, natural resources, property or ob

Risk Risk is “the effect of uncertainty on objectives” typically expressed as an estimate of the probability and severity/consequence of uncertain f
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